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Introduction to First Aid:
APPROACH TO THE PATIENT IN EMERGENCY CASES AND FIRST AID

Goal

At the end of this course, the student will be able to
 know the major goals and the underlying principles of first aid,
 know and execute basic nonpharmacological procedures for saving life and
preventing further injury until a professional medical aid is provided.

Learning objectives

A. Knowledge:
A1. The student should define the major goals of first aid.
A2. The student should learn how to evaluate the scene of an emergency state and
decide what to do and why.
A3. The student should identify the first aid procedures to be performed at the
following indications:
-

Bleeding
Poisoning
Electric shock
Frostbite
Burns, boils and blisters
Seizures
Nosebleeds
Back and neck injuries

- Choking
- Insect, snake and animal (e.g. cat,
dog, etc) bites
- Soft tissue injuries
- Concussions
- Heat cramps, heat exhaustion
- Bone, joint and muscle injuries

Yes, if you are ready
you can make a life-giving difference!
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B. Skills:
B1. Intellectual skills:
The student should have developed skills in problem solving and logical
reasoning in an emergency case.
B2. Clinical skills:
o The student should be able to perform the following in an adult, a child
and a drowning victim to maintain breathing and circulation:
- Mouth-to-mouth breathing
- Cardiac massage
- Mouth-to-nose breathing
o The student should be able to prevent loss of blood by:
- covering the wound,
- General care of the victim,
- pressing on particular points,
o The student should be able to prevent further injury until a doctor,
emergency personnel or police or fire personnel arrive.
o The student should be able to prevent shock by watching the common
shock signs, giving the appropriate posture, keeping the victim warm, etc.
when necessary.
o The student should be able to stabilize fractures.
B3. Communication skills:
o The student should be able to communicate with the victim, his/her
relatives or friends and layman on the street who tries to help without
appropriate knowledge.

Reference Books
1. Prehospital Emergency Care, Parady / Hafen / Karren / Mistovich, 1999, New Jersey
2. İlk Yardım Temel Yaşam Desteği El Kitabı, Rodoplu / Ersoy / Çelikli / Özeren / Akkol
/ Malatyalı / Gürel / User, 1988, İstanbul.
3. First Aid and Safety Handbook, American Red Cross / Kathleen A. Handal, 1992,
1999, 2004.
4. Temel İlk Yardım Bilgisi, Bilir / Yıldız, Hacettepe Halk Sağlığı Vakfı, 1998, Ankara.
5. All other books you can find at the Library may also be used as reference.
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First aid is the:
 immediate basic care
 given to someone who is injured or ill
 Until professional help is available (arrival of ambulance, doctor or
other appropriately qualified personnel).

Major goals of first aid are:
 to save life
 to prevent further injury
 to promote recovery

To be a rescuer:












Be realistic
Know yourself and look after yourself
o cope with unpleasantness,
o never bottle-up your feelings and
o prevent cross-infection by wearing protective gloves and seeking for
immunisation
Know the facts
Be prepared
Gather your supplies and be source full
Highly trained and up-to-date in knowledge and skill
Recognize the signs of an emergency
Remain calm and assessing the situation quickly
Keep evaluating the risks, examine and re-examine regularly
Do no further harm

First Aid Priorities




Assess the situation
o Observe what has happened quickly and calmly
o Look for dangers to yourself and to the casualty
o Never put yourself at risk
Make the area safe
o Protect the casualty from danger
o Be aware of your limitations
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Assess all casualties and give emergency first aid
o Assess each casualty to determine treatment priorities, and treat those
with life-threatening conditions first
Get help
o Quickly ensure that any necessary specialist help has been summoned
and is on its way

Primary Survey of the Scene
1. Make sure the scene is safe to approach. Is there any continuing danger?
2. Look for dangers to yourself and the casualty. Do not risk your own life. Be
aware of potential dangers such as gas or petrol.
3. Try to determine what has happened quickly and calmly.
4. If it is, determine how many people are involved.
5. Assess each casualty to determine treatment priorities and treat those with lifethreatening conditions first.
a. Is conscious;
b. Has an open airway;
c. Is breathing;
d. Has a pulse;
6. Ask by standers to help and calling for emergency medical service.
The primary survey will be completed with in seconds and should be repeated in every
5 minutes.

First Approach to a Patient in Emergency

A
I
D

Ask for help
Intervene
Do no further harm
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How to do no further harm?
1. Do not block an unconscious victim’s airway.
2. Don’t use force.
3. Never move anyone who could possibly have injured his or her neck or back
(spine).
4. Never move an injured body part without supporting the injured area.

How to Evaluate the Victim’s Condition?
Initial Assessment
1. Check for consciousness:
If the causality does not respond when spoken to, he may be unconscious. If there is no
response, shout for help.

2. Open the airway:

An unconscious causality’s airway may be blocked by the tongue falling back. Open the
airway by tilting the head back.

3. Check for breathing:

If he is breathing, place in the recovery position. If not, give two mouth to mouth
breaths.

4. Check for circulation:

Feel the pulse in the neck.

5. Check for bleeding:
Severe loss of blood reduces the circulation to the vital organs. Control serious bleeding
as soon as breathing and circulation are established.

6. Treat large wounds and burns.
7. Immobilize bone and joint injuries.
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8. Check ABC regularly and deal with any problem immediately.
Once





you have assessed the causality, take action based on whether he/she is:
Unconscious, not breathing, without circulation
Unconscious, not breathing, with circulation
Unconscious, breathing, with circulation
Conscious, breathing, with circulation

Getting Medical Help
Activating EMS:
 What happened?
 Where?
 How many people?
 What help is being given?
 What is your phone number and
name?
 Calling the poison control
system (if necessary)
 Calling fire department (if
necessary)
 Calling the victim’s physician
(if necessary)
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Communication Skills
& Introduction to Medical Interview

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Özlem Sarıkaya
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Sinem Yıldız
Mehmet Akman
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SESSION 1: “COMMUNICATION VARIABLES IN HEALTH CARE”
Date

Nov. 03, 20 14

Teachers

Özlem Sarıkaya, Mehmet Ali Gülpınar, Sinem Yıldız, Mehmet Akman, Çiğdem Apaydın
Kaya

Place

Group A-B Year 1 Lecture hall
(3rd floor)

Time

10:00-12.30



April.13 2015

Place

Group C- D Year 1 Lecture hall
(3rd floor)

“Communication in Medical Education: Tutor & Student & Patient”
Video Presentation: “The Doctor”
SESSION 2: “VERBAL AND NONVERBALCOMMUNICATION”

Date

Nov. 03, 20 14

April. 13, 2015

Teachers Özlem Sarıkaya, Mehmet Ali Gülpınar, Sinem Yıldız, Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya

Place

Group A1-A5- 1th floor 1th
lecture hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group A6-A10- 1th floor 2th
lecture hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group B1-B5- Z9 (ground floor)
Mehmet Akman
Group B6-B10- Z10 (ground
floor)
Sinem Yıldız

Time

13.40-15.30

Reading

Place

Group C1-C5- 1th floor 1th
lecture hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group C6-C10- 1th floor 2th
lecture hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group D1-D5- Z9 (ground floor)
Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya
Group D5-D10- Z10 (ground
floor)
Sinem Yıldız

“Ten Secrets of Effective Communication”
“Are Poor Non-Verbal Skills Slowing You Down” (Attached)



Video Presentation, Discussion& Group Work



Tutor Presentations: “Verbal Communication” and “Nonverbal Communication”

SESSION 3: “EFFECTIVE LISTENING / COMMUNICATION BARRIERS”
Date

Nov. 04, 2014

Teachers

Özlem Sarıkaya, Mehmet Ali Gülpınar, Sinem Yıldız, Mehmet Akman, Çiğdem
Apaydın Kaya

Place

Group A1-A5- 1th floor 1th
lecture hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group A6-A10- 1th floor 2th
lecture hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group B1-B5- Z9 (ground
floor)
Mehmet Akman
Group B6-B10- Z10 (ground
floor)
Sinem Yıldız

Time

09.30-12.30

Reading

-“A Guide for Active Listening” & “Ten Communication Barriers” (Attached)



April. 14, 2015

Place

Group C1-C5- 1th floor 1th lecture
hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group C6-C10- 1th floor 2th lecture
hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group D1-D5- Z9 (ground floor)
Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya
Group D5-D10- Z10 (ground floor)
Sinem Yıldız

Practice in Small Groups, Tutor Presentation
SESSION 4: “EMPATHY”

Date

Nov. 04, 2015

Teachers

Özlem Sarıkaya, Mehmet Ali Gülpınar, Sinem Yıldız, Mehmet Akman, Çiğdem
Apaydın Kaya

Place

Group A1-A5- 1th floor 1th
lecture hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group A6-A10- 1th floor
2th lecture hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group B1-B5- Z9 (ground
floor)
Mehmet Akman
Group B6-B10- Z10 (ground
floor)
Sinem Yıldız

Time

13:40-16:30

Reading

“Enhance The Patient Visit with Counseling and Listening Skills” (Attached),



Practice in Small Groups



Tutor Presentation

April. 14, 2015

Place

Group C1-C5- 1th floor 1th lecture
hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group C6-C10- 1th floor 2th lecture
hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group D1-D5- Z9 (ground floor)
Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya
Group D5-D10- Z10 (ground floor)
Sinem Yıldız
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SESSION 5: “COMMUNICATION IN SMALL GROUPS”
Date

Nov. 05, 2014

Teachers

Özlem Sarıkaya, Mehmet Ali Gülpınar, Sinem Yıldız, Mehmet Akman, Çiğdem Apaydın
Kaya

Place

Group A1-A5- 1th floor 1th
lecture hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group A6-A10- 1th floor 2th
lecture hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group B1-B5- Z9 (ground
floor)
Mehmet Akman
Group B6-B10- Z10 (ground
floor)
Sinem Yıldız

Time

09.30-12.30

Reading

Group Dynamics for Teams, Daniel Levi, Sage Pub. 2011



Practice in Small Groups



Tutor Presentation

April. 15, 2015

Place

Group C1-C5- 1th floor 1th lecture
hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group C6-C10- 1th floor 2th lecture
hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group D1-D5- Z9 (ground floor)
Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya
Group D5-D10- Z10 (ground floor)
Sinem Yıldız

SESSION 6: “INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION”
Date

Nov. 05, 2014

Teachers

Özlem Sarıkaya, Mehmet Ali Gülpınar, Sinem Yıldız, Mehmet Akman, Çiğdem
Apaydın Kaya

Place

Group A1-A5- 1th floor 1th
lecture hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group A6-A10- 1th floor 2th
lecture hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group B1-B5- Z9 (ground
floor)
Mehmet Akman
Group B6-B10- Z10 (ground
floor)
Sinem Yıldız

Time

13.40-16.30




Game/Case Discussion
Tutor Presentation

April. 15, 2015

Place

Group C1-C5- 1th floor 1th
lecture hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Group C6-C10- 1th floor 2th
lecture hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Group D1-D5- Z9 (ground floor)
Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya
Group D5-D10- Z10 (ground
floor)
Sinem Yıldız
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ASSESSMENT
WRITTEN EXAM
Date

May 25, 2015, 11.40-12.30 (All of the students)
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Communication Skills

Ten Secrets of
Effective Communication

Selçuk Erdem

1.Rapport
Rapport is the ability to be in sync with someone. It is the magic of rapport that allows effective
communication to take place. A critical part of rapport is attention. Giving your full, undivided attention to
another person allows you to really hear what they are saying beyond the words. It allows you to enter
their world and see and feel things from their perspective. Rapport includes nonverbal communication
such as eye contact, body language, tone and volume of your speaking as well as speed or pacing. When
you are in rapport you are matching someone. This creates familiarity, comfort and trust.
For example, your body language can invite disclosure or it can let the speaker know you are not
interested in what he or she has to say. Sitting with your arms folded and your knees crossed and
avoiding eye contact sends a completely different message than showing genuine interest by leaning
toward the speaker with direct eye contact.
In short, rapport is the ability to be fully present with someone. By being present you are showing that
you are right there with them. According to Carl Rogers, a well known humanistic psychologist,
people, more than anything else, want to be heard and understood. Rapport is the vehicle that allows
this to happen.
Example: James really went out of his way to establish rapport with his boss during his performance
review meeting. As a result, both he and his boss felt more relaxed. They were then able to discuss how
James could qualify for a much desired promotion.
2.Authenticity
Authenticity means being genuine, real and congruent. In other words, your feelings, thoughts, words
and actions match each other. Authentic communication has integrity. It is whole and complete and
usually includes an honest expression of feelings. The ability to be authentic means that you are able and
willing to communicate your truth as it exists in the moment.
When you speak authentically, people tend to trust you. Conversely, when you hide the truth or pretend
to be something you’re not in order to gain approval or to avoid rocking the boat people can usually
sense there is something off and your impact is greatly diminished.
Example: Sally was so authentic with her sales team that everyone experienced her commitment to the
team’s goals. As a result, each member of the team became deeply motivated to make a similar
commitment to their own individual targets.
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3.Reflective Listening
Another key communication skill is reflective listening. In a reflective response, the listener feeds back
the content and feeling of what has been expressed. This conveys understanding, acceptance and
empathy. This becomes especially important when the speaker is conveying strong feelings and has a
need to be heard. Reflective listening can go very far in demonstrating a real caring to the speaker which
naturally engenders heightened trust and respect.
Example: Judith used her reflective listening skills while listening to John express his frustrations with his
job. John had been feeling very unappreciated despite a huge effort. He needed to get a lot off his chest.
As their meeting progressed and John really felt heard, he began to relax and discovered on his own how
he could make some changes in his work group that would make things work better for everyone
involved.
4. Using "I" Messages
The use of "I" messages indicates that you are taking responsibility or owning your own experience. You
are not resorting to blame. This is perhaps the most important secret of effective communication in the
workplace, i.e. that of avoiding blame of others or yourself. Using "I" messages gets you out of the habit
of fault finding. It involves giving up the myth called "finding who is at fault will solve the problem". It
doesn’t. Fault finding is really about covering yourself so the problem doesn't fall on your shoulders and
you don't pay the consequences.
In a heavy top down, authoritative management structure where managers function more as policeman
than anything else, the tendency is to blame and seek who is at fault. In an empowering environment or
learning organization where people are encouraged to stretch, experiment and learn new things, fault
finding becomes unnecessary and is therefore less common. Therefore, the key is to discover how
accountability and caring can simultaneously be a part of an effective work environment.
Example: After Susan and Alice’s big argument at the staff meeting most people thought they would
never speak to each other again. Then the idea of "I" messages was introduced as a communication
strategy. Susan said I became very angry when I was interrupted." Alice said "I was so frustrated when I
felt like I was not being heard."
Once Susan and Alice saw that nobody was "at fault" they were able to begin communicating effectively
to get to the core of the problems and solve them together. The shift was so dramatic between them
that they decided to introduce the "I" message idea to their coworkers which soon resulted in even
greater cooperation and profitability for their company.
5. Self-Awareness
In order to communicate effectively you need to be aware of your own feelings, values, needs, desires
and motives. Knowing yourself is critical if you expect others to "get" who you are and what you want.
Being self aware also allows you to set appropriate boundaries in your dealings with people.
A common dysfunctional pattern is the situation where people don’t know what they want and yet get
angry when they don’t get it from others. This may sound pretty crazy on paper but you’d be amazed
how often people function this way.
Example: After reflection and soul searching Dan became aware of his needs and goals. His coworkers
had been doing a lot of "guessing" regarding what he wanted but they weren’t really getting anywhere in
their efforts. Once he came clean with his needs and concerns, his team became focused and highly
motivated to produce the desired results.
6. Communicate Withholds
A withhold is a consciously or unconsciously held thought or feeling that needs to be communicated
but which is withheld due to some uncomfortable emotional charge (upset) associated with the item in
question. People withhold communication due to some kind of fear embarrassment, loss, rejection, hurt,
etc.. They fail to communicate when an issue is uncomfortable. Therefore, withholds are a form of
avoidance. Withholds undermine relationships because they destroy trust and they diminish the natural
affinity between people.
The best way to eliminate withholds in your workspace is to create an environment where people can
have periodic clearing sessions in which they can express whatever is on their mind and get things off
their chest. Doing this at regular intervals will allow everyone to maintain their relationships to one of
respect, cooperation and affinity. In this way, communication can be unencumbered by the cumulated
emotional baggage of the past.

Communicating withholds becomes critical in situations where emotions run strong. In situations where
people work closely together over long periods of time, it is inevitable that feelings will emerge and that it
will be necessary to do some clearing sessions which permit people to get things off their chest.
Example: Sam built up tremendous resentment towards his supervisor to the point where it was seriously
affecting his job performance and his motivation to do his job. Everyone felt it. Finally, the district
manager ordered them to get things worked out. At a dinner meeting away from the office, they were
able to communicate all the items they had been withholding. As a result, they overcame their
differences and created a renewed commitment to work together and communicate consistently about
whatever is going on.
7.Empathy
The common phrase, putting yourself in someone else’s shoes best describes what empathy is all about.
Empathy is the ability to feel what someone else is experiencing and to validate their experience.
Empathy is seeing the world through the other person’s eyes. Keep in mind that showing empathy does
not mean you must give up your own objectivity or that you need to "rescue" or "save" the person from
their own circumstances. It is sufficient to show your sincere caring towards the individual.
Example: Jim showed empathy towards Frank when hearing about Frank’s death in the family. Although
sensitive to Frank’s loss, Jim was not deterred from having accountabilities completed on time. Jim simply
showed appropriate understanding and allowed Frank to get the assistance he needed from others in his
work group so he could attend to his personal needs and still get work completed.
8. Giving and Receiving Feedback
Feedback is information about past behavior delivered in the present for the purpose of influencing future
behavior. If we want to build, maintain, or test our relationships, feedback is our only source of
information. Without feedback, how can we test the reality of our perceptions, reactions, observations, or
intentions? Feedback in the workplace is fundamental for helping those who wish to improve their
performance, reach an objective, or avoid unpleasant reactions to their efforts.
In order to be effective and enthusiastically received, feedback needs to be supportive and empowering.
It needs to be delivered without judgment and blame. It needs to be delivered with respect and
acknowledgment that the person’s intention and sincere effort that has been put forth even though it
may not have met the desired standards.
When people receive feedback in this empowering manner, they are able to let it in and really use it.
They feel appreciated and validated and as a result, they want to do better. They are also more open to
receiving feedback from you in the future so the overall pattern of communication is enhanced.
Example: Teresa gave her journalism students empowering feedback on the school newspaper layout so
they could make the needed corrections before the publication deadline. They were not only able to
make the needed changes but they learned some important tools for the future. Due to the supportive
manner in which Teresa gave her feedback, the students were very open to her ideas and able to apply
them effectively.
9. Synergy
Synergy is the dividend that is derived from combining people, resources, ideas and energy in new and
innovative ways. Synergy is best embodied by the principle the whole is greater than the sum of all
the parts.
To create an environment where synergy is possible, you will want to have complete honesty, openness,
and integrity in your work group. You want to encourage people to express their ideas no matter what
they may be. When people feel safe to generate ideas, there is more of a chance that there will be
synergistic interaction. One idea sparks another and then another. Creative communication becomes
contagious.
Example: There was incredible synergy in the brainstorming session when the workshop leader really
made it safe for everyone to say whatever they were thinking or feeling. As a result, the session
succeeded in coming up with an innovative marketing strategy for the new product line.
10. Ask for What You Want or Need
Most people are much better at giving than receiving. Asking for what you want or need is essential in
the workplace. Knowing who to ask, and having a way to ask it so you can get it is just as critical.
Keep in mind that if you don't believe that you deserve something or you are going to get it, chances are
good that the communication will come out sounding this way. As a result, it probably won't be
forthcoming. The best example is asking for a raise. There has to be a certain amount of willingness to
take risks.

Example: Stephanie was new at her office manager job and was feeling a bit tentative with her new
coworkers. However, as a result of her willingness to take some risks and ask for the assistance and
support she needed, she was able to learn the office procedures in half the time than was expected. In a
matter of days, she and her office staff were operating smoothly and there was excellent rapport
between all the workers.
Conclusion
The above secrets are intended as an introduction to some of the most basic tools of effective
communication. Despite the fact that these tools are basic and have been known and taught for years,
there are actually few companies, groups or individuals that utilize these most basic tools in any
consistent manner.
As a result, most companies and work environments have frequent breakdowns in communication
resulting in lower morale, reduced employee motivation and creativity, reduced management
effectiveness, absenteeism, higher health care costs due to undue stress, loss of the company’s most
talented people and ultimately reduced profitability.
Considering the fact that these tools are easy to learn and apply, require minimum cost for training and
coaching, and have such far reaching positive consequences, it is surprising that more companies do not
integrate them into their culture.
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Guideline for
Active Listening
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

listen for content – try to hear exactly what is being said
listen for feelings –try to identify how the source feels about things
respond to feelings– let the source know that his or her feelings are recognized
note all cues – be sensitive to both verbal and nonverbal expressions
reflect back– repeat in your own words what you think you are hearing
keep your position at the same level with the source
maintain eye contact
test your understanding
10 Communication barriers (examples From Teachers)

Some barriers for better communication is grouped into ten categories, each of which tends to slow or
completely stop existing communication. Examples are from ‘ teachers’ world.
Ordering, Commanding, Directing
Example: “Stop whining (talking) and get back to work”
Warning , threatening.
Example: “you had better get your act together if you expect to pass my class”
Moralizing, preaching, giving “should to ” and “ ought to”
Example: “you should leave your personal problem out of the classroom”
Advising, offering solutions or suggestions
Example: “I think you need to get a daily planner so you can organize your time better to get
your homework done.”
Teaching, lecturing, giving logical arguments.
Example: “ you better remember you only have four days to complete that project.”
Judging, criticizing, disagreeing, blaming.
Example: “you are such a lazy kid. You never do what you say you will.”
Name-calling, stereotyping, labeling
Example: “act your age. You are not a kindergartner. “
Interpreting, analyzing, diagnosing
Example: “you are avoiding facing this assignment because you missed the directions due to
talking.”
Questioning , probing, interrogating, cross-examining.
Example: ”Why did you wait so long to ask for assistance? What was so hard about this
worksheet?
Withdrawing, distracting, being sarcastic, humoring, diverting.
Example: “seem like you got up on the wrong side of the bed today.”
Many of us are unaware that we respond to our friends in one of these ways. It is important that we
know alternative ways of responding. Many of the above responses have hidden messages
when our friends hear them. They may hear you saying that they are to blame or that they
can’t do anything right, when your intention for the message was quite different.
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Family Practice Management / September 1997 / FPM
Joan Damsey
Are Poor Nonverbal Skills
Slowing You Down?

Why is it that one family physician manages to see only 20 patients a day while another comfortably sees
30? The two trained together, were recruited by the same practice within a year of one another and have
similar clinical styles of practice. Both are well organized, have good time management skills and work
with a medical assistant. Both average 10 hour days, five days a week, 48 weeks a year. Both are good
doctors. Yet Dr. Thirty easily sees 10 more patients each day (and with a productivity-based
compensation arrangement, that's a big deal).
What contributes to Dr. Thirty's ability to see more patients is something you probably don't always
associate with productivity or the bottom line. Dr. Thirty has mastered nonverbal communication, which
makes him more comfortable with his patients, makes his patients more comfortable with him and makes
each office visit flow smoothly and efficiently.
Communication experts say we communicate as follows:
7 percent is verbal (the actual words used),
55 percent is nonverbal (or body language),
38 percent is voice (or tone of voice).
Since you communicate 55 percent of the time without ever saying a word, you ought to be paying
attention to what your nonverbal signals are saying to patients. If you think you're simply too busy for a
lesson in nonverbal communication, take heart: If you can spell "SOFTEN," you can begin to perfect your
nonverbal signals right now.

ICP-1

S is for smile. Who can resist a smile? Your angry patient, you say? Don't be so sure. A smile helps set
patients at ease and generates positive feelings about you and your practice. This, in turn, breaks down
barriers so you can uncover issues more quickly and openly. When you meet a patient, whether in the
exam room, hospital or by chance in a restaurant, you can hardly go wrong by greeting him or her with a
smile.
O is for open posture. Open posture, which means no crossed legs, arms or hands, says you are
approachable and willing to interact. Arms drawn together across your chest, on the other hand, can be
intimidating or even condescending to patients. It suggests, "I'm closed to what you have to say," which
often makes patients feel they must explain themselves extensively just to get past your barrier. Or they
might put up their own defensive barrier in return. Either way, it's an obstacle that takes extra visit time.
F is for forward lean. A slight forward lean toward the speaking party says, "I'm trying to get closer
because I really want to hear what you have to say." This forward lean is ever so subtle and easily
accomplished whether sitting or standing. This posture helps the patient open up to you and speak more
honestly -- and usually in a shorter time frame.
T is for touch. As you introduce yourself, shake your patient's hand in a warm and friendly manner. In
addition to the nonverbal message the handshake sends, you will learn a lot about the patient's
psychological state. Is the hand warm, cold, jittery, sweaty? All are clues that may save you time.
E is for eye contact. Eye contact is probably the most important nonverbal communicator after smiling.
If you maintain eye contact with your patients 85 percent of the time, you will be branded as an expert
communicator and physician in the patient's view. Eye contact conveys that you are paying attention to
the individual, not being distracted by the chart or your notes or something else on your mind. Use
caution, though, and do not gaze directly into the patient's pupils but rather within a three- to four-inch
orbit of the eyes. The point is to help the patient feel you are connecting with them, not staring them
down.
N is for nod. As your patient speaks, nod occasionally. This simply means that you are listening and
understand, not that you necessarily agree. Your nodding helps the patient move forward with
complaints, rather than hesitating because he or she feels uncertain whether you are listening.
While much of our nonverbal communication is unconscious, we can be more deliberate and improve the
nonverbal cues we send. Dr. Twenty learned the SOFTEN nonverbal signals within a one-hour session.
After one month, he was comfortable with 24 patients per day and at last count was up to 27 with ease.
He has added his own unique nonverbal signals to enhance the SOFTEN framework, and you can too.
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Family Practice Management / November/December 1996
Joseph A. Lieberman III, MD, MPH, Marian R. Stuart, PhD, and Sloan A. Robinson, MD

Enhance the Patient Visit
With Counseling
and Listening Skills

Family physicians have generally recognized the importance of building a strong, trusting relationship
with their patients. Spending time with patients, getting to know them over the years and listening to
their problems have always been important steps not only to continuity of care but also to solidifying the
physician-patient bond.
In this kind of environment, it forces us to enhance the quality of the time that we have with each
patient. In particular, family physicians should be sharpening the skills that relate to the psychological
and behavioral dimensions of a patient encounter Ä skills involved in counseling and listening. We are
learning more and more that the psychological and social background of our patients affects their health,
and although we now sometimes see our patients for less than 15-minute increments, we still need to be
counseling our patients and listening to them.
“BATHE” ing your patients
Patient counseling can be done in a number of ways, but we recommend employing the acronym
“BATHE” a tool that helps physicians quickly uncover the psychological and behavioral background of the
patient and the context for the visit.
The BATHE acronym can be expanded as follows:
Background.
Affect
Trouble.
Handling.
Empathy.

A simple question, "What is going on in your life?" will elicit the context
of the patient's visit.
(the feeling state). Questions such as "How do you feel about that?" or
"How does it affect you?" allow the patient to report his or her emotional
reaction to the situation.
The question, "What about the situation troubles you most?" helps both
you and your patient focus on the situation's subjective meaning.
The answer to, "How are you handling that?" gives an assessment of
functioning.
The statement, "That must be very difficult for you," legitimizes the
patient's reaction.
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Notice that the first four steps of the acronym are used to gather information about the context of the
patient's visit. Once the information is gathered, though, the process is not yet complete; the last letter
of the acronym serves to remind you that showing understanding and empathy is a crucial part of the
process.
Although the five-step BATHE process is certainly not the only way to achieve this goal, it is particularly
efficient. Unlike other counseling techniques, BATHE can fit within the limits of a 15-minute office visit.
Additionally, BATHE enhances the SOAP format of record keeping in that it enables you to evaluate the
patient's problem in the context of his or her total life situation. We recommend that every patient be
BATHE 'd during every office visit in order to screen for depression, anxiety and situational stress
disorders and to discover heretofore hidden and unaddressed reasons for the patient's visit. Keep in mind
that new patients present us with a special situation: the anxiety of meeting their new physician. Before
you begin your round of questions, don't forget to extend a simple handshake and offer a few personal
words welcoming them to the practice.
Making sure everyone is listening
In addition to asking patients the right questions, it's important to make sure everyone involved in the
patient encounter is listening. Your listening skills and the patient's are both vital to solving medical
problems. One of the most important rules to remember is to allow patients to complete their description
of a presenting problem before interrupting. After the patient has finished his or her description, then
summarize the patient's statements and ask if he or she wishes to add anything else before you enter
your own line of questioning. In addition, by remaining seated and maintaining eye contact with the
patient, you help to assure the patient that you are listening.
But is the patient listening to you? At the end of the examination, don't hesitate to ask the patient to
demonstrate that he or she has heard what you have to say: For example, ask the patient to tell you the
name of the medication you've just prescribed, its daily dosage, the duration of treatment, desired results
and side effects to watch for. This gives the patient an active role in his or her treatment and should help
improve compliance.
Successful implementation of these techniques should help you deal with the behavioral aspects of a
doctor-patient encounter and strengthen your relationship with the patient. This in turn may help prevent
the dire consequences of an undiscovered psychosocial malady. FPM


1. Stuart MR, Lieberman, JA. The Fifteen Minute Hour: Applied Psychotherapy for the Primary
Care Physician. Westport, Conn: Praeger Publishers; 1993.
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Referred to Student Activities, Leader“Group Dynamics” booklet from University of Kentucky



What is a group?
o
o
o
o
o
o

No two groups are identical to one another, but a group, by definition, is two or more
individuals who are connected to one another by social relationships.
Groups vary in size from dyads and triads to very large aggregations, such as mobs and
audiences.
Unlike the members of a category, group members are linked together by such interpersonal
processes as communication, influence, and identification.
Groups come in many varieties.
Research suggests that people spontaneously draw distinctions among intimate groups, taskfocused groups, loose associations, and more general social categories.

Knowledge about how your group members interact, share common goals and work with one another
can help you to integrate newcomers and prepare them or the roles, norms, and cohesiveness of the
group:
 Roles;
Depending on the task, group members will occupy formal and informal roles. With formal
roles, a title is helpful in establishing the member’s specific duties to the group. Formal roles
 Norms
Norms are the rules of the group. They may be explicit (outwardly stated) or implicit (known
only by observation).They tell the group members how to behave or how not to behave in different
situations. Newcomers who do not follow these rules may be excluded from the group.
Examples of norms may include:
• How much socializing occurs at meetings?
• How members dress at meetings.
• Whether meetings start on time or are always 15 minutes late.
Norms may be positive by exerting a sense of order, but they can be negative or cause
uncomfortable exclusion from the group. It is your job as a leader to try and change some of the
negative group norms and to help newcomers understand positive ones.
 Cohesiveness
This refers to all of the forces that cause individuals to remain in groups. High cohesiveness,
such as strong liking and close match between individual needs and goals may help the group. It
can interfere, however, if the group spends so much time in social interaction that they cannot get
any work done. Generally, a sense of esprit de corps helps group performance. A newcomer may
have more difficulty fitting in a group that has a very high cohesion level. As leader of the group,

you can provide the extra help the newcomer may need in adjusting to the group as well as help
established members welcome their newest member.
As a group or team forms, it goes through certain predictable and observable stages, progressing
from a loose collection of individuals to a cohesive group working together more or less
effectively for a common cause. Each stage poses a challenge to group members and their
respective leaders causing certain behaviors to appear. Mastering the behaviors that surface in
one stage will allow the group or team to progress to the next stage.


Dysfunctional Behaviors in Groups
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Cutting off others
Attacking people rather than issues
Topic jumping
Withholding reactions, feelings or information
Dominating
Attending to side issues -nitpicking
Side grouping –side conversations
Avoiding responsibility
Operating on assumptions – “not checking it out ”

Helpful Behaviors in Groups
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Seek to make each person welcome
Ask or comments from those reacting nonverbally
Encourage each to listen to others
Request that all state their feelings
Give positive feedback or support
Involve everyone – ask for everyone’s reactions
Keep relationships honest and supportive
Maintain a sense of freedom and mutual responsibility
Listen to those who speak
Encourage group members to state their opinions
Avoid direct argument with a group member
Ask individuals to try something –never insist
Use inclusive language (i.e. “we ”)
Exhibit “Sharing Behavior ” (offer rides, bring snacks)



Duties of a Leader within a Group



What to Look for in Groups

o As a student leader, it is your job to stimulate and promote goal-oriented thinking and
behavior. Make people feel strong (help them eel that have the ability to influence their
future and their environment).
o Structure cooperative relationships rather than competitive.
o Build members’ trust in the leader (lack of mutual trust means lack of faith in the
system).
o Resolve conflicts by mutual confrontation of issues rather than avoidance or forcing a
particular solution.

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Who are the high participators?
Who are the low participators?
What are the greeting behaviors? Do they serve to bond the group?
Who talks to whom?
Early arrival and late departure phenomenon –do people want to spend time together?
Who keeps the ball rolling? And why?
How are the silent people treated? And how is their silence interpreted?
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Introduction to Student Research&Computer

Lecturer & Research Advisor
Dr. Can Erzik
Dr. Mustafa Akkiprik
Dr. Cevdet Nacar
Dr. Özlem Sarıkaya
Dr. M. Ali Gülpınar
Dr. Sinem Yıldız
Dr. Mehmet Akman
Dr. Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya
MaSCo Jury:
Dr. Can Erzik
Dr. Mustafa Akkiprik
Dr. Özlem Sarıkaya
Dr. M. Ali Gülpınar
Dr. Sinem Yıldız
Dr. Mehmet Akman
Dr. Çiğdem Apaydın Kaya
Dr. Serap Şirvancı
Dr. Betül Karademir
Dr. Dilek Akakın
Dr. Özgür Kasımay
Dr. Pemra Ünalan
Dr. Arzu Uzuner
Coordinated by: Dr. Özlem Sarıkaya

INTRODUCTION TO STUDENT RESEARCH&COMPUTER COURSE
 Main purpose of this program is to teach basics of computer sciences and
application to help students in their ICP and in its applications such as research
activities.
 This is a continuous course including both 1st and 2nd semesters.
 Every week on Fridays two hours of the course time (theory, practice and selflearning activity; check the program table in following page)
 Please get an appointment from your research advisor while research
conduction. Your advisors are also your group’s teacher in the communication
skills course, so ask your advisor’s name to the Program Coordinator in the
beginning of the program.
“Explore Your Universe” research group presentations will take place on 1214/05/15 and detailed program of these presentations will be announced at that time.
All students will be in the classroom and research presentations will be assessed by
MaSCo Jury.
 Common Research Topics:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Dreams and Their Connections to Our Daily Life
Sexuality Among Youths
Students’ Perspective about Medical Education in Abroad
Medical Education in Foreign Language
Why Medical Education?
Fears and phobias
Harmful addictive behaviors
Daily practice and hobbies
Students’ Perspective about Alternative medicine
Students’ Perspective about transplantation
Culture and sense of life
Technological perspective & practice
Marriage and Future Life
Postgraduate medical education & Career
Philosophy and Science
Life in Istanbul
School life and social life
Psychological changes before and after examination
Nutritional behaviors
Healthy life behaviors
Burnout in medical education
How a doctor?
Communication between students and teacher
Violence intended health care providers
Effective learning and teaching
Football and fanaticism
An Ethical Dilemmas: Human trials
Social media and effects on life
Changing political perceptions of young people
Interaction between foreign and Turkish students
Studying habits of students
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ICP-1: Program Schedule of Introduction to Student Research & Computer
DATE

SESSION

GROUP

PLACE/TEACHER

17/10/14
10.40-12.30

Introduction to ICP-1 Program

All Groups

24/10/14
10.40-12.30
07/11/14
10.40-12.30
14/11/14
10.40-12.30

Access to Information & Internet
options
Access to Information & Internet
options
Access to Information & Internet
options

A-B

Year I Hall &
Özlem Sarıkaya-Can Erzik
Sinem Yıldız
Computer-based learning center
Can Erzik
Computer-based learning center
Can Erzik
Computer-based learning center
Sinem Yıldız

21/11/14
10.40-12.30
28/11/14
10.40-12.30

Research study:
Proposed Subject of Research
Research study:
Proposed Subject of Research

19/12/14

Word

C-D Groups
& foreign
students
A-B Groups

Word

C-D Groups

Word

Only foreign
students
(free study
times for
other
students)
A-B Groups

10.40-12.30
26/12/14
10.40-12.30
02/01/15
10.40-12.30

C-D
Only foreign
students
(free study
times for
other
students)
A-B Groups

09/01/15
10.40-12.30
16/01/15
10.40-12.30

Research study:
Preparing questionnaire
Research study:
Preparing questionnaire

23/01/15
10.40-12.30

Research study:
Review of Research Process

20/02/15
10.40-12.30

Research study:
Review of Research Process

27/02/15
10.40-12.30

Excel

06/03/15
10.40-12.30

Excel

13/03/15
10.40-12.30
20/03/15
10.40-12.30

SPSS

C-D Groups&
foreign
students
A-B Groups

SPSS

C-D Groups

C-D Groups
& foreign
students
A-B Groups

Year I Hall
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Year I Hall
Özlem Sarıkaya- Sinem Yıldız
Computer-based learning center
Mustafa Akkiprik
Computer-based learning center
Mustafa Akkiprik
Computer-based learning center
Sinem Yıldız

Year I Hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Year I Hall
Özlem Sarıkaya- Sinem Yıldız

Accompanied with groups mentors
(please get an appointment)
SECOND SEMESTER
C-D Groups
Accompanied with groups mentors
& foreign
(please get an appointment)
students
A-B Groups
Computer-based learning center
Cevdet Nacar
Computer-based learning center
Cevdet Nacar-Sinem Yıldız
Computer-based learning center
Mehmet Akman
Computer-based learning center
Mehmet Akman

ICP-1: Program Schedule of Introduction to Student Research &
Computer/Communication Skills/ First Aid (continuation from the previous page)
DATE

SESSION

GROUP

PLACE/TEACHER

27/03/15
10.40-12.30

SPSS

Computer-based learning center
Sinem Yıldız

17/04/15
10.40-12.30
24 /04/15
10.40-12.30

Preparation for ICP-Research
Presentations
Preparation for ICP-Research
Presentations

Only foreign
students
(free study
times for
other
students)
A-B Groups

30/04/15
13.40-17.30

Preparation for ICP-Research
Presentations

12/05/15
08.40-17.30
13/05/15
13.40-17.30
14/05/15
08.40-17.30
21/05/15
10.40-12.30
22/05/15
10.40-12.30
28-30/05/15
24/06/15

Assessment of Research
presentations by MaSCo
Jury

All Groups

Year I Hall & Computer-based learning
center
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Hall I

Report writing

A-B-C-D
Groups
Only foreign
students

Year I Hall
Özlem Sarıkaya
Year I Hall
Sinem Yıldız

Report writing

Only foreign
students
(free study
times for
other
students)
C-D Groups

MASCO
Research Report Delivery Deadline

Computer-based learning center
Mehmet Ali Gülpınar
Computer-based learning center
Sinem Yıldız

ICP-1 STUDENT RESEARCH GROUPS
A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

165113008
165112075
165113002
165113007
165113010
165113011
165113012
165113013
165113014
165113015
165113016
165113020
165113021
165113023
165113028
165113029
165113030
165113033
165113034
165113036
165113037
165113039
165113040
165113041
165113043
165113044
165113045
165113046
165113047
165113049
165113051
165113055
165113056
165113058
165113059
165113061
165113062
165113063
165113067
165113072
165113073

FATMA NUR
NAZİME
AHMET ÇAĞRI
İLAYDA
RAİF KAAN
HANIM DUYGU
ZEKERİYA TUGAY
BERFİN
AHMET
TUNCAY
MUHAMMED HEJA
ŞÜHEDA
MİRAÇ SEHER
MUHAMMED
ABDULKADİR ENES
BÜŞRA
ÇAĞLA
ASLIHAN
YEŞİM
HASAN
ASLIHAN
ÖMER ANIL
ALİ ŞÜKRÜ
DOĞUKAN
MERVE
EMRE
İSMET
AHMET CELAL
EMREHAN
SİMGE
OKAN
YAĞIZ
MUHAMMED YASİR
BÜŞRA
KADER
AYŞEGÜL
ESRA
RABİA BAHAR
YUSUF
MERVE ZEYNEP
NURSELİN

2014-15
YILMAZ
CEBE
ÖZDEMİR
DEMİRÇUBUK
BAŞ
GÜLTEKİN
DOĞAN
ALTAŞ
TEPECİK
ULU
GEÇİT
ÇALAK
HELVACI
KÜÇÜK
TOPKAYA
AKGÜN
SANCAK
KISA
DEDE
KIZMAZ
ÇIKMAZKARA
YURTMAN
KÜP
ŞEN
GÜL
ERDOĞAN
ONİKİOĞLU
DEMİREL
YETKİN
ÖZER
ÇETİN
FURTUN
GÜMÜŞTAŞ
DAŞTAN
KARAKAN
GEYİK
SALİM
DEMİRCAN
ACAR
DOĞANER
CAN

A9

A10

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

165113075
165113076
165113080
165113085
165113086
165113087
165113089
165113090
165113095
165113096
165113097
165113098
165113089
165113099
165113101
165113102
165113104
165113106
165113108
165113109
165113110
165113112
165113113
165113117
165113118
165113120
165113121
165113124
165113127
165113128
165113130
165113133
165113135
165113136
165113137
165113138
165113140
165113144
165113145
165113146
165113147
165113152
165113153
165113154
165113164
165113166
165113168
165113170

NİGAR ŞEYMA
UĞUR
RAMAZAN
ÇAĞRI KAAN
GÖKHAN
İHSAN
AHMET SELİM
MERVE
İSMAİL ATA
ŞERİFE NUR
YUSUF
MEHMET
AHMET SELİM
YUNUS EMRE
ÖMER FURKAN
YEŞİM AYLİN
MELİKE
BEYZANUR
SEYFULLAH
SERDAR
SEMANUR
MERT
TUĞCE ŞEVVAL
BAHAR
İSMET SEVDE
ÖMER FARUK
ÖMER
MAHMUT
KEMAL
MÜCAHİT
AYHAN
METEHAN
ELİF
DÖNDÜ İREM
ZEYNEP
BURAK
NAZIM EYMEN
KÜRŞAT
KÜBRA
ÖMÜR
BERFİN
HARUN
YUNUS EMRE
ABDULHAK
YASİN
BERK
AYŞE DENİZ
SELİN

SUNMAN
GÜL
BAKAR
AYDOSLU
AKKUŞ
UZUNOĞLU
SAĞLAM
ŞEKERCİOĞLU
YÜCEEL
AKPUNAR
DEMİR
AKKUŞ
SAĞLAM
ŞİRİKÇİ
ATA
KALAFAT
ÜNLÜ
DEMİR
ASLAN
İNCE
AKSOY
ARIÇ
KOYI
ÇELİK
KAYA
TUFAN
YILDIRIM
AVA
OĞUR
KURT
HEDİYE
KÜÇÜK
UĞUR
KARATAŞ
ERGİN
MALA
TURAN
TURGUT
OKUMUŞ
DAŞCI
SEYREK
GÜVEN
BULUT
KESKİN
ÖNDEM
TÜRK
KAYIR
KARATAY

B8

B9

B10

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

165113903
165113171
165114002
165114003
165114005
165114006
165114007
165114010
165114011
165114014
165114015
165114016
165114020
165114022
165114024
165114025
165114026
165114027
165114028
165114029
165114032
165114033
165114034
165114035
165114037
165114038
165114043
165114044
165114047
165114048
165114050
165114051
165114052
165114054
165114056
165114058
165114061
165114062
165114065
165114067
165114068
165114072
165114074
165114075
165114078
165114083
165114084
165114085

BURAK AHMET
ZEYD BURAK
GÜNEŞ
GÖRKEM
ZEYNEP
CİHAN DURMUŞ
UĞUR
GALİP SERKAN
RIDVAN
ALİ CEM
İZEM ASYA
AYŞEGÜL
SAFA ABDULLAH
DERYA
DENİZ ATHENA
NİMET SÜREYYA
BERAT
BATUHAN
EMİNE NURAL
AYŞE EYLEM
MUHAMMED
IŞIK
ZEKERİYA
OYA HELİN
CEMİL
MEHMET EMİN
SELÇUK
ECEM
POLATKAN
HÜSEYİN ERTUĞRUL
DİLARA
GAMZE
MEHMET OĞUZCAN
ALPEREN
SEREN
AYŞE MELTEM
SELİN
İREM HİCRET
HAKAN ÖMER
CEYLAN
MİRAY
ÜMMÜ BERRA
İREM
SENA
GÜL
SİNAN
SERCAN
ALPARSLAN

GÜREL
UZUNÇAKMAK
ŞANVER
GÖKKAYA
AKGÖBEK
SAYDAM
AYDIN
ÖZKAN
SAVAŞ
KOCATÜRK
AYDIN
DEMİR
SÖĞÜTLÜGİL
ZIVALI
TEKDEMİR
SEMERCİ
ŞEN
GÜNEY
ÖZTÜRK
AĞDAR
TURAN
ÇETİNOĞLU
YÜCE
DÜNDAR
CANTÜRK
DELİGÖZ
EROL
ÜSTÜNDAŞ
BOZKURT
ÖZAY
ÇELİKOĞLU
GÜL
ALADA
DOĞDAŞ
OĞUZ
ŞAŞMAZ
ÇİFTÇİ
TOPÇU
KARATAŞ
KIRMACI
KÖSTEN
YAMUÇ
AVŞAROĞULLARI
ZENGİN
ÜNSAL
AKBAŞ
TOPAL
UZUN

C7

C8

C9

C10

D1

D2

D3

D4

165114087
165114088
165114089
165114090
165114091
165114094
165114099
165114102
165114109
165114111
165114113
165114114
165114115
165114116
165114117
165114118
165114119
165114121
165114123
165114127
165114128
165114130
165114132
165114134
165114135
165114139
165114140
165114142
165114143
165114149
165114150
165114151
165114152
165114158
165114159
165114160
165114161
165114164
165114166
165114168
165114169
165114170
165114904
165114902

ALİ
SENA
İLKSEN
GÖRKEM BERK
SÜLEYMAN EMRE
BÜŞRA
YUŞA İRFAN
SENA
YUNUS EMRE
CELAL FURKAN
SAMİ CAN
AHMET
ŞEYMA
MURAT
NAZ
LALE
BERFE BENGİSU
MUHAMMET
HÜSNÜ CAN
GİZEM
YAZGI
KARDELEN
YASEMİN
AHMET ANIL
HAZAL EZGİ
ESRA
BEYZA
ŞULE
MERYEM BETÜL
FURKAN
NUR SENA
YONCA
SARUHAN
TUĞBA
GİZEM
ELİF
BİGE
MUHAMMET FIRAT
GÜLCE
SELİN
ŞEYMA
İREM
KESRA
DENİZ

KESKİN
ÇETİN
GÖNENÇ
AĞAR
TEMİZ
MERT
YILDIRIM
AKIN
KÖKKAYA
MAHİROĞLU
SARAL
AKTAŞ
ÇELİK
ÇETİN
TAYYAR
MOKAN
AYDIN
TEKİN
YAŞAR
ŞENGÜL
AYGÜN
SOYİÇ
ERDEM
SAHAR
KABLAN
KALINTAŞ
AKCAN
ARABACI
AYDIN
KUTLU
ÇAĞATAY
ÖZTÜRK
MAHMUTOĞLU
KARAOĞLU
PEHLİVAN
SARI
ÖZKAN
BALIK
KAYIKCI
DOĞU
ERMAN
DİREK
BOURNAOUN
AKALIN

D5

D6

D7

165113901 İLGAR
FATIMA
ABDOLSELAM
165113904 HAMMUD
165113921 ANGELİNE
165113924 ALİ ABDULRAZZAQ
MARZOOG
165113925 MOHAMMED
165113926 JEHAD ALİ ABDULLAH
MAHOMMAD
165113927 HASSAN
165113928 SULTAN TORKİ ALİ
165113929 ABDULLAH AHMET

ZEYNALOV

165113931
165113933
165113934
165113935
165113936

ALAJMİ
RAHİMİ
SAYEEDİ
REZAİ
FAYAZİ

D8
165113937
165113930
165114928
165114921
165114941
D9

D10

165114501
165114841
165114843
165114844
165114846
165114845
165114842
165114848
140311005

MARYAM ESSA A
ZUHRAH
WAHEED
ESMATULLAH
ROHULLAH
MUHAMMAD
HUSSAİN
YARA ABDULAZİZ
ALAA SALMAN
SHAM TALAL
ELHAM MBUDE
MERYEM
TİLBE
GÜNEL
GİZEM
EBRU
MERVE
NURGÜL
SÜMEYYE
HAZAL GÜL
KÜBRA
MELEK
ZEYNEP İREM
HATİCE KÜBRA

HAMMUD
LOW
B ALFARJ
M AL GHAZWİ
ALHİLAL
ALMUBARAK
ALZARANİ
ALDAWOOD

HOSİNY
S ALSHATRI
ALNASSER
JAMİL
SAID
ERTUĞRUL
GÖKÇE
ALİYEVA
SOLMAZ
KAYNAR
DEMİRÖZ
BAYRAK
KAYA
YEŞİL
SAKA
ERTAŞ
ÇELİK
ODABAŞI

ICP-1 Assessment
First Aid (FA)
Communication Skills (CS)
Introduction to Student
Research & Computer

= Written Exam (50%)+Oral Exam (50%)
=Written Exam
=Research Presentation (40%) +Research Report (60%)

Final Note

FA (30%) + CS (30%) + Research&Computer (40%)

